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Representativity for Robust and Adaptive
Multiple Importance Sampling

Anthony Pajot, Loı̈c Barthe, Mathias Paulin, and Pierre Poulin

Abstract—We present a general method enhancing the robustness of estimators based on multiple importance sampling (MIS) in a
numerical integration context. MIS minimizes variance of estimators for a given sampling configuration, but when this configuration is
less adapted to the integrand, the resulting estimator suffers from extra variance. We address this issue by introducing the notion of
“representativity” of a sampling strategy, and demonstrate how it can be used to increase robustness of estimators, by adapting them to
the integrand. We first show how to compute representativities using common rendering informations such as BSDF, photon maps or
caches in order to choose the best sampling strategy for MIS. We then give hints to generalise our method to any integration problem
and demonstrate that it can be used successfully to enhance robustness in different common rendering algorithms.

Index Terms—[I.6.8.g] Monte-Carlo ; [I.3.7] Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism
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1 INTRODUCTION

Global illumination algorithms focus on solving the light
transport equation (LTE) [1]:

Lo(x, ωo) = Le(x, ωo)+ (1)∫
S2

fs (x, ωi ↔ ωo)Li(x, ωi) |(Nx.ωi)| dσ (ωi),

where Lo(x, ωo) is the outgoing radiance at point x
along direction ωo, Le(x, ωo) is the self-emitted radiance,
Li(x, ωi) is the incoming radiance, fs (x, ωi ↔ ωo) is the
bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF), and
Nx is the normal at point x.

In the general case, no analytical solutions to this
equation are known, resorting to the use of numerical
integration methods. The Monte-Carlo method is widely
used because it does not need any analytical property
in order to converge to the correct result. For a general
integrand f(x) defined over a space Ω, Monte-Carlo
defines for I =

∫
Ω
f(x)dx the following estimator:

I ≈ FN =
1

N

N∑
i=1

f(Xi)

p(Xi)
, (2)

where N is a fixed number of samples used to compute
the integral and the Xis are random variables defined
over Ω and sampled according to the probability distri-
bution function (pdf) p. FN is unbiased if, for each value
x where f(x) 6= 0, p(x) > 0.
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In its basic form and for a fixed pdf, the estimator FN
has a standard deviation in O(N−1/2). When attempting
at reducing the variance while sticking to the basic esti-
mator, most of the work is done on the pdf. Importance
sampling builds up on this: a pdf that better matches the
integrand lowers the variance of its estimator. Each pdf
specifically defined to focus on one part of the integrand
leads to a sampling strategy.

In rendering, it is common to have one strategy to
sample the light sources, which correctly matches the
direct lighting part of the integrand, and one strategy
to sample the BSDF, which correctly matches the glossy
parts of the integrand. However building one strategy
that takes into account both parts of the integrand at
the same time is a difficult task, especially when no
assumptions can be made on these two parts. Multiple
importance sampling (MIS) [2] tries to lower the impact
of this problem by combining several estimators, each
using one strategy that correctly matches one part of the
integrand.

If S strategies are available, each represented by a pdf
pi, the MIS framework defines two estimators, depend-
ing on whether one or several samples are drawn to
evaluate the integral. The one-sample estimator:

Fos = wi(X)
f(X)

cipi(X)
(3)

consists in first choosing a strategy pi with a probability
ci, and then sampling it to evaluate the integral. wi is
a weighting function. The second estimator is the multi-
sample estimator:

Fms =

S∑
i=1

 1

ni

ni∑
j=1

wi(Xi,j)
f(Xi,j)

pi(Xi,j)

, (4)

where ni is the number of samples generated using
pi. These estimators are unbiased as long as some
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Cases where sampling using the
BSDF leads to high variance when estimating direct light-
ing; most directions generated from ωo do not reach the
light source. (c) A case where sampling from light sources
fails: most points generated on large light sources such as
environment lighting are not in the specular lobe associ-
ated to ωo.

constraints on wi are satisfied, and any x for which
f(x) 6= 0 can be generated by at least one pdf. Veach
and Guibas [2] derive optimal weighting functions with
respect to variance, for a given set of ci or ni values. This
set of a priori fixed values is called sampling configuration
throughout the rest of this paper. These optimal weight-
ing functions are known as the balance heuristic. In the
case of multi-sample estimator, the balance heuristic is
only near-optimal, and Veach and Guibas provide other
heuristics that may behave better in some cases, such as
the power heuristic or the maximum heuristic.

MIS does not give any hint about which sampling
configuration would lead to the lowest variance for a
given integrand, and thus which strategy should be
preferably used. As illustrated in Figure 1 for rendering,
different integrands require different sampling configu-
rations in order to get an optimal estimator with respect
to variance. When the same configuration is used for
all these cases, the variance of the estimators would
greatly vary from one case to another, meaning they are
not robust. Finding optimal sampling configurations is
a challenging problem, as shown in Appendix A, and
would require a huge amount of processing power to be
solved with usual means.

The main contribution of this paper is an approach
that allows us to compute adequate sampling configu-
rations at a negligible cost, leading to more robust MIS
estimators, without introducing any bias. We develop the
notion of representativity, which is an empirical measure
of the match of a strategy with an integrand. As shown
in Figure 2, we derive from these representativities both
the probability assigned to each strategy when using a
one-sample estimator, and the number of samples that
should be taken from each strategy when using a multi-
sample estimator.

As presented in Section 2, two different approaches
have been used to obtain variance reduction. The first
approach is to create very specific methods, where the
form of the integrands and the strategies are known
in advance. The second is to define general methods,
that do not benefit from the optimality results pro-
vided by the MIS framework. As defined in Section 3,
representativity is general and can be applied to any

integrand and strategies. Moreover, it is designed to be
used from within the MIS framework, and can be used
with methods that do not change the MIS framework,
such as Quasi-Monte-Carlo ones. More specifically, rep-
resentativities are the results of the evaluation of a so-
called representativity function. This representativity func-
tion has to be crafted for each strategy used by a MIS
estimator. Once this is done, our method automatically
computes the sampling configuration that is used by
the MIS estimator. In order to apply this method to
rendering, we design such functions for a strategy sam-
pling from Ashikhmin-Shirley BSDF’s, and a strategy
sampling from photon maps. As our method is based on
empirical models, we assess its validity in Section 4 by
performing numerical analyses on various cases where
classic MIS estimators lack robustness. Once its validity
is assessed, we show in Section 5 that representativity-
based sampling can be used in any context where several
importance sampling strategies can be pertinent depend-
ing on the integrand, focusing on its potential uses in
rendering.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Importance Sampling Strategies for Rendering

Extensive research has involved designing efficient sam-
pling strategies for common BRDFs [3], [4], and de-
signing BRDFs (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution
Functions) and BTDFs (Bidirectional Transmission Dis-
tribution Functions) that are well suited for importance
sampling, while still providing high-quality results [5],
[6]. These strategies generate well-distributed samples
where BSDF (Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Func-
tion, i.e., BRDF + BTDF) values are larger. Unfortunately,
sampling using only the BSDF fails in situations where
lighting comes from within a small solid angle, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.a and 1.b.

Importance sampling of environment maps has also
been thoroughly investigated [7], [8]. Similarly, sampling
a point on area light sources is a straightforward strategy
for computing direct lighting from local light sources
[9]. However, using only this strategy to estimate direct
lighting contribution at a surface point fails when the
BSDF is highly glossy and light sources are large (which
is the case of environment maps), since the solid angle
within which energy is scattered to the outgoing direc-
tion is very small (Figure 1.c).

Sampling from directional maps to better capture indi-
rect lighting effects has been investigated by Jensen [10],
[11], and a robust method to sample directions based
on particle footprints has been introduced by Hey and
Purgathofer [12]. Pharr [13] uses photon maps to guide
the final gathering of its improved photon mapping
algorithm. In each case, they introduce a user-defined
parameter that gives the probability to sample the BSDF
instead of the map, and they do not deal with multiple
maps.
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Fig. 2. Our contribution (in dashed-red and italics) relative to MIS framework. Representativities allow us to
automatically derive empirically good probabilities for each of the available strategies. The examples of importance
sampling strategies are taken from the rendering domain. Our method is orthogonal to the uniform number generation
methods, as well as the weighting heuristic that is used to compute the final estimate. Therefore, it provides another
way to improve the robustness of the MIS estimators, while benefiting from better uniform number generation methods
or better heuristics.

2.2 General Variance Reduction
We are not aware of any published work focusing on the
problem of automatically finding good sampling config-
urations. To our knowledge, only hand-set constants or
uniformity are used.

Several methods other than MIS have been developed
to create low-variance estimators, even for very complex
integrands, such as Metropolis sampling or sampling im-
portance resampling. All these methods rely on pseudo-
random uniform number sequences. An extensive work
has been done to create uniform number sequences with
very good discrepancy properties, leading to the Quasi-
Monte Carlo (QMC) methods.

Metropolis sampling [14] aims to sample from any
target distribution. It uses mutations to transform a base
sample and probabilistically accepting it as a new base
sample, or keeping the previous one if the mutated
sample is rejected. Using adequate acceptance tests, the
base samples obtained by this process are distributed
according to the target distribution. Besides the correla-
tion between the samples, Metropolis sampling requires
an initialization phase to create the first base sample,
and performs several steps to converge to the target
distribution. These two tasks are prohibitively expensive
when generating a small number of samples from a
target distribution. Moreover, mutations must be care-
fully designed to get a faster convergence to the target
distribution, which is a difficult task. More generally,
Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo methods, to which Metropo-
lis sampling belongs, are not adapted when taking small
numbers of samples from a target distribution, because
of their complexity and initialization costs.

Sampling importance resampling [15] is another
method to sample complex distributions by using sim-
pler importance sampling strategies. It generates N
samples from a single strategy s, and then filters the
generated samples to create a distribution close to the
function f we would like to sample from. If the pdf
associated to s is quite different from f , the number of
samples to generate using s can be large before reaching
enough samples. This leads to useless computations,
or increased variance when the number of samples to

generate from s is fixed and too small.
In the domain of rendering, several methods have

emerged, taking into account the form of the integrand
given by the rendering equation [1]. Bidirectional im-
portance sampling methods [16], [17], [18] have been
mainly developed for direct lighting, where lighting is
represented by environment maps. Recently, a similar
method has been developed for indirect lighting repre-
sented by virtual point light sources [19]. These methods
perform well for the cases they are designed for, but
they are limited to the combination of only two impor-
tance sampling strategies (whether these strategies take
several factors into account or not), whereas more sam-
pling strategies could provide better results. Rousselle
et al. [20] developed a method for sampling products
of functions, but an intermediate hierarchical represen-
tation for each integrand must be built before sampling.
Although handling an arbitrary number of functions in
the product, the memory cost of their method is linear
with the number of functions, and the efficiency of the
sampling depends on the shapes of the functions.

(Randomised-)Quasi-Monte Carlo methods [21] aim
at replacing the pseudo-random number generators by
deterministic sequences that have very good discrepancy
properties, leading to a better exploration of the sam-
ple space. These methods have been used in computer
graphics for a while [22], with highly convincing results.
Similarly to the other methods presented above, our
method considers that the uniform numbers used for
sampling are given by a black-box system. Therefore,
it is very easy to benefit from the QMC pattern’s low
discrepancy properties to further lower the variance of
the estimators, at the cost of introducing bias if a non-
randomized QMC sequence is used.

3 REPRESENTATIVITY-BASED SAMPLING

To render an image with photon-map-based importance
sampling, we first trace photons from the light sources
to build these maps. Then, we estimate the value of
each pixel by tracing a number of camera paths. At
each bounce of a camera path, we perform an estimation
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of the rendering equation using MIS. When using the
one-sample estimator (Equation (3)), we first choose
the sampling strategy according to the probability ci of
choosing each of the strategies. When using the multi-
sample estimator (Equation (4)), the number of directions
to generate using each strategy is given by the ni values.
We generate each direction using the associated strategy,
and recursively estimate the radiance arriving from this
direction. The final estimation is the sum of the weighted
contribution of each direction.

While weighting functions such as the balance heuris-
tic or power heuristic are at the very end of MIS, repre-
sentativities come up as the first step of the estimation, as
it helps choosing amongst the available strategies (Fig-
ure 2). Therefore, the representativity of a strategy has
to measure the appropriateness of a sampling strategy
to evaluate an integrand: the more a sampling strategy
reduces variance for the current integrand, the higher its
representativity value is.

The sampling configuration should thus reflect the es-
timation of relevance by assigning probabilities that are
function of the representativity of each sampling strategy
for a given integrand. This implies that representativities
should be unitless comparable values, expressed here
between 0 and 1. We design such functions in the context
of global illumination. We want to use MIS-based estima-
tors, with n+ 1 possible strategies: either sampling from
the BSDF, or sampling from n different photon maps,
where n can be arbitrarily large.

All the representativity functions that we now derive
have two implicit parameters, which completely describe
the integrand when the scene is fixed: the estimation
point x and the outgoing direction ωo.

3.1 BSDF-based Strategy Representativity
Importance sampling from BSDF is one of the most
widely used strategy when simulating global illumi-
nation. For this reason, we derive a representativity
function for strategies based on a BSDF.

Our representativity function for BSDFs is built upon
the directionality of the BSDF, for the given outgoing
direction. Indeed, a diffuse BSDF has a low direction-
ality, all directions having the same scattering behavior.
Conversely, an almost mirror-like glossy BSDF has a high
directionality, since light is scattered only within a tiny
cone of directions in the outgoing direction.

In our rendering engine, the BSDF model combines
an Ashikhmin-Shirley anisotropic BRDF [5] AS(ωi →
ωo) with parameters kd and ks, and a specular BTDF
ST (ωi → ωo) with parameter kt, with a Fresnel term
F (ωo) to weight between BRDF and BTDF:

fs(ωi → ωo) = F (ωo)AS(ωi → ωo) + (5)
(1− F (ωo))ST (ωi → ωo).

This BSDF has three components: the diffuse part does
not guide more in any particular direction, the glossy
part of the BRDF guides in function of the roughness

terms (nu, nv) that are similar to Phong exponents [5],
and the specular BTDF part guides completely in the
unique contributing direction. Thus, the final represen-
tativity function is a composition of the directionality of
each component.

The directionality of the diffuse part is set to a mini-
mum value, corresponding to the uniform probability to
sample any direction: dd = 1/(2π).

The directionality of the glossy part can be estimated
by the aperture angle of the cone containing a proportion
of the directions generated by importance sampling. This
angle can be computed considering that the importance
sampling procedure creates directions whose angle to
the perfect mirror reflection direction is decreasing as
the random number u used to sample this direction
increases. We define our directionality by considering the
angle θnh obtained for u = 0.5 for a given Phong exponent
n, meaning that the cone contains half of the generated
directions. This does not affect the sampling procedure in
itself, which still considers all the contributing directions.
We only use this angle for the directionality estimation.
θnh is obtained from the importance sampling formula:

θnh = cos−1
(

0.5
1

n+1

)
. (6)

The anisotropy is handled by taking n = max(nu, nv),
because it is the most directional (i.e., narrower), and so,
it makes the BRDF more representative.

As a small angle implies a high directionality, we can
not directly use the computed angle, but we need to
revert it, using the maximal angle that can be obtained
(cos−1(0.5) = π

3 , given by n = 0). We also need to ensure
that the directionality is at maximum 1, with a minimal
value corresponding to diffuse scattering. Combining
all the terms, the directionality for the glossy part of
roughness n corresponds to:

ds =
1

2π
+

(
1− 1

2π

)(π
3
− cos−1

(
0.5

1
n+1

)) 3

π
. (7)

The specular BTDF is the most directional scattering
behavior we can have, thus its directionality is maximal:
dt = 1.

For more complex BTDFs, such as the microfacet-
based model of Walter et al. [6], similar derivations as
the one used for ds can be applied.

The final representativity function is obtained by
weighting the three directionalities, according to the
Fresnel term F (ωo) and the normalised version of each
component, obtained from the kd, ks, and kt parameters
as kd = kd/(kd+ks+kt), respectively for ks and kt. Taking
the normalised version of each component ensures that
the global albedo of the BSDF is not taken into account,
as it affects only the final value of the integral but not
its shape. This leads to:

R(BSDF) = F (ωo) (kd dd + ks ds) + (1−F (ωo)) kt dt. (8)

Note that representativities obtained from this func-
tion can be null only if there are no contributing direc-
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tions, ensuring that no bias is added. This final repre-
sentativity function meets all the requirements presented
above, as representativities computed from it are always
between 0 and 1, and are unitless. Such representativity
functions are called single.

3.2 Photon-Map-based Strategy Representativity

When computing global illumination, strategies that
match the incident radiance part of the integrand can
greatly help reducing variance when incident light is
highly non-uniform. This is most visible when caustics
are present, as in this case the incident radiance term is
the most important of the integrand. In our application,
we choose to use photon maps to sample incident direc-
tions. More specifically, we have several photon maps,
each considering a different part of the radiance field
(caustics, diffuse indirect lighting, etc.). Each of these
maps can be sampled, leading to one strategy per map.
Consequently, we derive a representativity function that
can be used for all these map-based strategies.

Photons that are stored in the sampled maps provide
a flux estimation whose value is not limited to the
range [0, 1]. Moreover, it is not a good absolute measure
of interest, as the flux depends on the light sources
intensities. However, these flux values can be compared
between photon maps, to help choosing amongst maps.
We thus introduce a two-level representativity function
for each photon map: the first-level representativity func-
tion helps choosing between sampling the BSDF term or
sampling the incident radiance term. The second-level
representativity function helps choosing one particular
photon map amongst the available photon maps, and
can therefore use all the available physical data.
Representativity function construction:
The representativities obtained from the first-level rep-
resentativity function have to be unitless and contained
between 0 and 1 in order to be comparable with the
BSDF representativity. Once computed for each photon
map, we combine the first-level representativities to
obtain the representativity of all the photon maps at
once, gathered in a group. We call it group representativity.

The particular first-level representativity function that
we now derive has the advantage of being fully and
efficiently precomputable. For each map strategy, its
first-level representativity is computed from the photons
densities. We build an SAH-based kd-tree [9] from the
photons in the associated map, with a given maximum
number of photons Np max per leaf. For each leaf l,
we estimate its density by computing the ratio d(l) =
np(l)/SA(l), where np(l) is the number of photons in the
leaf, and SA(l) is the surface area of the bounding box
of the leaf. We use the surface area because photons in
the map are distributed on surfaces, and thus we want
to keep comparable units (number of points over area).
This per-leaf density is then converted to a representa-
tivity r(l) by switching to a global probability model
based on a gaussian distribution. We avoid the use of

r(l) = d(l)/maxl′(d(l′)) in order to be robust to very
high densities caused by one very small leaf containing
photons.

The final leaf representativity is the value of the
cumulative distribution function of the global gaussian
distribution:

r(l) = P(X ≤ d(l)), X ∼ N (µ, σ). (9)

The average µ of the global gaussian distribution is
taken as the average density of the non-empty leaves
(denoted as µd). Its standard deviation σ is computed
from the standard deviation of the non-empty leaves
densities (denoted as σd) and µd:

σ = min
(
σd,

µd
2

)
. (10)

This clamping of the standard deviation eliminates
non-negligible representativities for large leaves (in
terms of surface area) with very few photons in it,
whereas they would not be representative at all. Note
that this first-level representativity function can be used
for any map- or cache-based strategy, by replacing pho-
tons by the adequate term in the description above.

The group representativity of g is then defined as
the maximum of each first-level representativity in the
group:

GR(g) = max
s∈g

(r(s)) (11)

where r(s) is the representativity of the leaf containing
the estimation point x in map m(s) associated to strategy
s, or 0 if x is not contained in m(s). The average or
any other combination of the first-level representativities
could also be used to compute the group representativity.
We choose the maximum to be conservative and to
avoid missing a probabilistically very good strategy even
though the others in the group are not adapted at all, and
thus have very low first-level representativities.

Choosing amongst several photon maps is done
thanks to the second-level representativity function. Rep-
resentativities obtained from this function are called local
representativity, as opposed to the group representativity.
We now derive such a local representativity function for
a photon map m. We use the photons in leaf l containing
x, and define the local representativity as the average of
the potential contribution of each photon p:

LRg(m) =
1

nr(l)

∑
p∈l

[fs(x, ωi(p)→ ωo)w(p) k(x,pos(p))]

(12)
where ωi(p) is the photon’s incident direction, w(p) is
the photon’s weight, and k(x,pos(p)) is a kernel value
based on the distance between the photon’s position and
the estimation point x.
Representativity function usage:
When estimating an integral at x in a scene, we find the
leaf containing x in the map associated to the strategy.
This corresponds to descend in the kd-tree. The first-
level representativity is the leaf’s representativity, as
defined by Equation (9). If point x is outside the kd-tree’s
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global bounding box, the first-level representativity of
the strategy using this map is set to 0. This compu-
tation does not add noticeable overhead compared to
user-defined sampling configurations. The final group
representativity is the combination of each strategy’s
first-level representativity, using Equation (11). The lo-
cal representativity is obtained for each map by using
Equation (12).

At this moment, one could argue that we have one
parameter in the first-level representativity function we
have designed: the maximum number of records per leaf
Np max. However there are major differences between a
user-defined sampling configuration and this parameter.
First, Np max does not vary within a scene, and in
practice, it does not vary between scenes either, but it is
affected by the number of photons in a map. Np max is a
tradeoff between the resolution of the representativities
over the scene on one hand, and the accuracy of density
estimation on the other hand. A larger Np max value
leads to larger leaves, thus less-varying representativi-
ties. The more points there are, the more accurate density
estimation is for uniform zones, but it does not adapt
well to rapid density variations, typical of caustic effects
for instance. In all our tests, Np max has been taken
as the minimum of np(m)/10000 and 100 (np(m) being
the number of photons in map m), without any special
tuning, the range of values producing good results being
quite large in practice.

3.3 Sampling Configurations from Representativi-
ties

Grouping the photon maps can be generalised: all strate-
gies which rely on absolute values should be clustered
together, first- and second-level representativity func-
tions being created for them. This leads to situation
similar to the one depicted in Figure 3. Different sets
of strategies can be created. The first one, S, contains all
the strategies whose representativity function is single,
as the BSDF sampling strategy. The set G contains all the
groups created for two-level representativity functions.
There is one such group photon maps, and radiance
cache would add another group.

We now consider a fixed integrand. Once we have
computed the representativities R(s) for the strategies
in set S, the group representativities GR(g) for the set
G of groups g, and the local representativities for the
strategies in the groups LRg(s), we can compute the
strategy sampling probability p(s) for all these strategies.

Letting

norm =
∑
g∈G

GR(g) +
∑
s∈S

R(s)

GR(g) = GR(g)/norm

LRg(s) =
LRg(s)∑
s′∈g LRg(s

′)

the final probability p(s) of strategy s belonging to group

Fig. 3. Example of a situation where a total of five sam-
pling strategies are available, with one strategy whose
representativity function is single (s1), and two groups,
each containing two strategies with two-levels represen-
tativity functions (s2 and s3 in g1, s4 and s5 in g2).

g is finally given by:

R(s) =

{
R(s)/norm if s ∈ S
GR(g)× LRg(s) otherwise. (13)

As an example, consider the situation depicted in
Figure 3. For this situation, letting norm = GR(g1) +
GR(g2) +R(s1), probabilities are

p(s1) =
R(s1)

norm
(14)

p(s2) =
GR(g1)

norm︸ ︷︷ ︸
GR(g1)

× LRg1(s2)

LRg1(s2) + LRg1(s3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LRg1

(s2)

(15)

and p(s3), p(s4), and p(s5) have a similar expression as
p(s2).

These probabilities can be directly used with the one-
sample estimator, keeping it unbiased as long as the
representativity of a strategy is not 0 if this strategy can
generate at least one contributing sample. In the case of
a multi-sample estimator, a sufficient but not required
way to ensure unbiasedness is to have a special strategy
sc (c for complete) that can generate any such sample,
and ensure that the number of samples nc assigned
to sc is at least one. In the context of rendering, the
BSDF sampling strategy is a very good candidate for
being a complete strategy. Nevertheless, we must also
ensure that the distribution of ni still follows as much
as possible the probability distribution given by all pi
when assigning systematically at least one sample to
sc. This implies changing the probabilities of strategy
sc (originally given by pc) and of all other strategies pi,
giving new probabilities pti, (t for temporary) to maintain
the expected value E[ni] = pi ×N for each strategy:

ptc = max

(
(pc ×N)− 1

N − 1
, 0

)
(16)

pti =
pi ×N
N − 1

if si 6= sc. (17)

As is, ptc +
∑
i p
t
i can be larger than 1.0 if ((pc ×N)−

1)/(N − 1)) < 0. We thus normalize the probabilities,
leading to the final probabilities actually used to com-
pute the number of samples assigned to each strategy:
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pfc =
ptc

ptc +
∑
i p
t
i

and pfi =
pti

ptc +
∑
i p
t
i

. (18)

To obtain each ni (including nc) while ensuring un-
biasedness, we start by setting nc = 1 and all other
ni to 0. We then sample N − 1 times the probability
distribution defined by all pfi (including pfc ), selecting
each time a strategy si. Each time a strategy si is chosen,
its associated ni is increased by one.

3.4 General Hints for Defining Representativities
Similarly to Metropolis mutations [14], a representativity
function is an observational model, whose quality affects
the rate of convergence of estimators. Ideal representativ-
ity functions should have the two following properties:
• be proportional to the relevance of informations

locally available for the strategy,
• be computed using only data from the strategy or

the group of strategies it represents. The normalisa-
tion is the only operation that considers all strategies
at once.

For strategies with two-level representativity func-
tions, second-level representativity functions should use
as much information as possible to favor strategies that
are better than other strategies within the same group.

4 NUMERICAL ANALYSES

We performed numerical analysis to assess the robust-
ness brought by our method. For a number of very
different cases, we compare the behavior of estimators
obtained with our method to static sampling configu-
rations. These cases are specifically designed to cover a
wide range of common situations in rendering.

We used the photon map guided path-tracing system
described in Section 5.2 to perform the tests, because its
unbiasedness ensures that tests based on reference av-
erages criteria are meaningful, such as the mean square
error (MSE). All the estimators use the balance heuristic
to obtain the final estimation value for a sample. Three
strategies are available in our test implementation: sam-
pling using a BSDF, sampling using a diffuse indirect
map, and sampling using a map for specular paths.

Each optical situation leads to a different integrand
to evaluate. For each integrand, 11 estimators have
been considered: 10 test estimators using an increasing
probability ρb of sampling a BSDF, and our automatic
estimator. The test estimators we have chosen allow us to
cover a wide range of possible sampling configurations,
including the uniform one recommended by Veach and
Guibas [2]. Each estimator can be near-optimal for an
integrand, but behave poorly on others. For each inte-
grand, we can then compare the best MIS estimator with
our adaptive estimator.

For the test sampling configurations, the probabilities
ρb to sample according to the BSDF range from 0.1 to 1.0
by steps of 0.1. The map-based strategies probabilities

are computed as follows: if both maps are present, it
is (1 − ρb)/2 for each one, otherwise it is (1 − ρb) for
the available map. If no maps are present at point x,
we set ρb = 1. Note that this is already a sort of
adaptation to local estimation, but it is simple enough
to be implemented in a basic photon-map-based path-
tracer. The uniform sampling configuration is closely
approximated by the case ρb = 0.3 when both maps are
present, and is represented exactly by ρb = 0.5 when
only one map is present.

Figures 5 to 10 present the numerical results we use to
evaluate the efficiency of our method. They are available
in a larger format in the supplemental material. Each
curve in these figures corresponds to the MSE of an
estimator for an increasing number of samples, from 2
to 1024, used to estimate the final value. Let En be an
estimator using n samples, Θ(En) the random variable
associated to the luminance of an estimation made by
En, and θ̂ the luminance of the reference value computed
with path-tracing. The MSE of En is computed as

MSE(En) = Var(Θ(En)− θ̂). (19)

As our test scenes exhibit only one main color, lumi-
nance can be safely used. Nevertheless, extending this
metric to color samples is straightforward.

In each case, the reference value has been computed
as the average of 16 unbiased estimations computed
with 216 samples each, using a photon-map guided path-
tracer with good sampling probabilities for each specific
integrand, hand-tuned to reduce the variance of the
final estimate. To avoid numerical instability, we did not
directly use a 220 samples estimation. The effective value
of MSE(En) has been estimated by running m times En
and computing the variance using the numerically-stable
Knuth’s algorithm [23]. To avoid too long computations
for no practical gain in precision, m is decreasing as
n is increasing, since the variance of the sequence of
estimators (En) should decrease as n increases.

4.1 Simple Scenes
Figure 4 presents the simple scenes that were used to
study the behavior of estimators obtained by using our
method. We made this study for different integrands
in well-controled conditions and at a location where
the estimation of the variance can be computed with
high accuracy. To achieve this, we estimate the LTE
(Equation (1)) with at maximum one indirect bounce.
These scenes have been constructed to have no direct
illumination at the estimation point, and analytical so-
lutions for indirect bounces. Even if very simple, these
scenes can lead to arbitrary high variance when using
an inadequate sampling configuration.
Scene (4, a) description: L1 is a spotlight and L2 is an
area light source. W1 is a highly glossy wall, and W2 is
a perfectly specular glass wall. Both walls scatter light
coming from respectively L1 and L2 toward the floor
F . The floor’s material is described by two parameters
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Fig. 4. The configuration of the two simple test scenes.
Light sources are in red and yellow, the blue circle at the
middle of the floor indicates the estimation point.

(kd, ks), with kd + ks = 1. kd is the coefficient for the
diffuse part, and ks is the one for the glossy part. In
the BRDF used for this scene, the glossy part is nearly
perfect specular. The camera’s position has been chosen
so that the ks part does not scatter any light directly
to the camera through the observed point on floor F ,
all the energy coming from the kd part. Increasing ks
leads to higher variance when using the BSDF strategy
with a high probability. This variance can be made
arbitrarily high for pure path-tracing. Note that in scene
(4, a), for each configuration each light source power has
been adapted to keep final values in the same order of
magnitude (between 0.1 and 1.0).
Scene (4, b) description: It is composed of two spotlights
L1 and L2, two walls and a floor. W1 is a nearly perfect
specular reflective wall, W2 is made of a diffuse white
material, and F is a moderately glossy floor (no diffuse
component, i.e., kd = 0 and ks = 1). F is not highly spec-
ular so that directions generated using photons coming
from W2 can have a non-null contribution. In this scene,
all the light coming from L1 does not contribute to the
final value, since F ’s material does not scatter energy
to the camera’s direction. Thus, only a part of the light
coming from L2 and scattered by W2 contributes to the
final value. Here, the map-based strategy can lead to a
high variance if the scattered energy coming from L1 is
much larger than the one coming from L2. The higher
the difference, the higher the variance, until reaching
an upper bound given by the probability cm to use the
diffuse indirect map strategy. As a matter of fact, using
pure BSDF-based path-tracing on this scene results in
low variance. Provided there is a large difference of
scattered energy in favor of L1, the variance of the final

estimation can be made arbitrarily high by increasing
cm. Thus, poor sampling configurations probabilities can
lead to arbitrary high variance.
Tests setup: Each of the two scenes has parameters that
can be set to make some estimators exhibit arbitrary
high variance. The MSE (Equation (19)) of the LTE
estimation has been computed for different values of
these parameters. Figure 5 presents the results obtained
for one-sample estimators, and Figure 6 the results
obtained for multi-sample estimators. For scene (4, a),
the ks coefficient of the floor has been changed (ks =
0.0, 0.4, 0.8) leading to a rapid increase in variance for
“BSDF-oriented” strategies. For scene (4, b), the emitted
intensity of L2 is increased (L2 = 1, 100, 10000, for each
component of the spectrum). Note that in scene ( 4, b),
the emitted spectrum of L1 is 100 in all cases. For each
scene variation, multi-sample estimators are obtained by
the method described in Section 3.3, with N (the total
number of samples) set to 16.
Discussion: We explicitly compute only the lighting
caused by one indirect bounce, and the LTE restricted
to direct lighting can be solved analytically thanks to
the presence of Dirac functions, brought either by the
spotlight, or by the specular transmission. This allows
us to compute a reliable estimation of each estimator’s
variance, as there is only one LTE solution to compute
using an MC estimator, at the point seen by the camera.
This is this estimator’s variance that we estimate here.

These simple scenes lead to very high variance when
a non-adapted sampling configuration is used, and in
each case the optimal sampling configuration is different.
Figures 5 and 6 show that estimators with test sampling
configurations have important variations in variance,
meaning that they are not robust. Meanwhile, the sam-
pling configurations obtained by using our representa-
tivity method leads to estimators with a low variance in
every situation. The results confirm what was speculated
above, and assess that estimators obtained using our
method are robust. As a matter of fact, even if not the
best, there are no estimators that behave consistently
better than our estimator in all the cases.

When using one of these test configurations for a
whole scene, there would be pixels with very low vari-
ance, but also pixels with very high variance. Using
our method would lead to homogeneous results, with a
rather low variance each time. This automatic robustness
is one of the key advantage brought by our method. To
further test the robustness of our method in very difficult
cases, Figure 7 shows the MSE of the estimators obtained
when increasing cm in scene (4, b), with L2’s emitted
intensity set to 10000. We can see that our method
automatically leads to estimators whose variance does
not vary much over the scenes, additionally keeping it
low.

4.2 Chains of Estimators
For a more complete study, path-tracing-like estimations
have been performed on specific pixels of one scene,
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Fig. 5. MSE of one-sample estimators, with a number of test configurations estimators, and the estimator obtained by
using our representativity method in bold red. Results for scenes (4, a) and (4, b) are presented respectively in the top
and bottom row. The x axis corresponds to the number of samples generated to perform one estimation of the LTE,
from 21 to 210. The important thing to note is that no sampling configuration has consistently a better variance than
ours. There are better configurations for each case, but these more adapted configurations change for every test.
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Fig. 6. MSE of multi-sample estimators, with the same conditions and caption as in Figure 5, page 9.
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Fig. 7. MSE of one-sample estimators with very low cm
probabilities (in [0.01, 0.10]), and MSE of our estimator in
bold red. Same details as in the caption of Figure 5.

shown in Figure 8. This scene features many different
optical configurations, involving specular and glossy
caustics, diffuse and specular scatterings, strong indi-
rect illumination, etc. Each test pixel features one (and
sometimes more) specific lighting situation, thus leading
to very different integrands at each step of the path-
tracing algorithm. The goal is to examine the variance
of the estimation for these pixels when using chains of
estimators derived from our method, compared to chains
of test estimators (each ci being the same for all the
estimators in a chain). Even if the number of test pixels
can seem low, the results are representative of most
lighting situations in any scene, and allow for careful
and complete study. An additional series of tests over
more than 6000 random pixels confirms the conclusions
drawn from our chosen pixels.

Each test pixel has been chosen carefully, in order
to control the lighting situations and to get meaningful
results:

- Location 1 is a very hard case. At the first bounce
(at the point seen by the camera), the diffuse BSDF
scatters light coming from all directions, but inci-
dent lighting is strongly directional: it comes from
the left (ring’s caustic). For a direction sampler, it
should sample the diffuse indirect map at the first
bounce, and then the BSDF at the second bounce,
since the ring’s BSDF is highly glossy.

- Location 2 is a similar case, but with much lower
caustic intensity, thus sampling the BSDF and sam-
pling the indirect diffuse map are both a good
choice, each one sampling different effects.

- Location 3 features a highly glossy reflection with
a low diffuse part, with strong indirect illumination
provided by the ring’s caustic. This situation can
lead to arbitrary high variance for pure BSDF-based
path-tracing when no incident lighting comes from
the reflection directions. As a matter of fact, the
lower the diffuse part is relatively to the glossy part,
the less it is sampled, and thus the less the only
contributing directions are generated.

- Location 4 is a case of diffuse surface with low fre-
quency indirect illumination, which is encountered

Fig. 8. The test scene for chains of estimators, with
labeled test pixels, corresponding to very different optical
situations. The floor has a checkerboard pattern com-
posed of diffuse cream tiles and glossy tiles. The ring
is glossy with a large Phong-like roughness coefficient,
and the sphere is a Fresnel weighted sum of a glossy
reflection part and a specular transmission part.

in nearly every scene.
- Location 5 is a similar common case of a glossy

surface with low frequency indirect illumination.
- Location 6 is a trickier version of Location 1. It

adds one bounce to the “optimal” sampling chain: at
the first bounce, the BSDF-based strategy should be
used, at the second, the diffuse-indirect-map-based
strategy should be used, and at the third, the BSDF-
based strategy should again be used.

- Location 7 is a classic case of specular caustic.
- Location 8 is a classic case of specular transmission,

where only the BSDF-based strategy can provide
contributing directions because the Fresnel term is
null, thus there are no glossy reflections.

For representativity-based sampling configurations,
the two strategies using the maps are gathered in one
group. The BSDF-based strategy is a single strategy
using the representativity function defined in Section 3.1.
Figure 9 presents the probabilities computed by our
method for each of the three strategies for the observed
points of the scene. This defines a single estimator, which
depends on x and ωo.

The goal of these test pixels is to show that for all
these situations where test configurations can fail, our
adaptive approach performs well. We might not be as
good as the best fixed configuration for a given optical
situation, but the best fixed configuration is different
for each such situation, and therefore an adapted sam-
pling configuration for one illumination situation can
give very poor results in another situation, while our
approach still gives a good configuration.
Discussion: Figure 10 shows the MSE obtained for each
test pixel labeled in Figure 8. Our estimator gives bet-
ter results than any test estimator in Location 1. The
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Fig. 9. Probabilities (as pixel intensities) assigned by our
method to each strategy for the visible points in the scene.
Probabilities of sampling the BSDF are displayed in the
top-right image, the ones for sampling the specular map
in the bottom-left, and sampling the diffuse indirect map in
the bottom-right. The top-left image presents a summary,
encoded in the three RGB channels: R for sampling the
BSDF, green for sampling the specular map, and B for
sampling the diffuse indirect map. Note how sampling the
BSDF is favored on the glossy tiles, sampling the diffuse
indirect map is favored for the ring caustic on the diffuse
tiles, and sampling the specular map is favored under
the sphere and on the wall, a specular caustic being
created by the right light source. The indirect map con-
tains 1,000,000 photons, and the specular map 100,000
photons, Nr max was set to 100.

glossy caustic is well sampled by the diffuse indirect
map, but using this map to sample a direction on the
almost-mirror-like glossy ring leads to high variance.
Conversely, pure-BSDF path-tracing (cyan curve) is well
adapted for the ring, but not for the caustic. Our method
favors the strategy using the map for the caustic, and the
strategy using the BSDF on the ring. Location 3 is our
worst case. The specular map strategy is not available
as there are no specular paths in this part of the scene
(they are gathered in the sphere’s region), thus only the
group representativity of the indirect map strategy is
taken into account. Both the BSDF and indirect diffuse
map strategies have high representativities, but sampling
the BSDF would be the most appropriate strategy.

There are several important facts to note about these
graphs:

- Our worst case (Location 3) still has a lower MSE
than some test sampling configurations, even if the
majority of estimators based on test configurations
have a better behavior than our estimator.

- The best configurations for Location 1 are the ones
with lower ρb, configurations with high ρb perform-
ing very poorly. Conversely, the best configurations
for Location 3 are the ones with higher ρb, the other

ones performing very poorly.
- On the eight test cases, our configuration is good

to very good for five of them (Locations 1, 2, 4, 5,
and 6), average for one of them (Location 8), and
relatively poor for two of them (Locations 3 and 7).

- None of the test configurations perform well for
all pixels, and none are consistently better than our
representativity-based configuration.

In terms of computation time, there is no noticeable
overhead compared to a path-tracer relying on photon
maps to guide the sampling, whatever sampling config-
uration it uses (uniform or the tests ones).

5 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS

5.1 Photon Mapping Final Gathering
Using our method to perform final gathering is straight-
forward. The first-level representativities of all available
maps are precomputed (we can think of different kinds
of indirect maps, for instance separating glossy and
non-glossy scatterings). At each gathering point, local
representativities of each strategy are computed, and the
base probability pi for each strategy si is obtained using
Equation (13).

We then use the multi-sample estimator with N sam-
ples, by distributing the N gathering rays over the strate-
gies, as described in Section 3.3, assigning at least one
sample to the BSDF sampling strategy to conservatively
ensure unbiasedness, as we know that this strategy can
always sample any contributing direction.

5.2 Photon-map Guided Path-tracing
Path-tracing with next event estimation can be inter-
preted as a recursive process rather than an integration
method over a path space, where we evaluate at each
level of recursion the direct and indirect parts of the ren-
dering equation, using only one sample for the indirect
part. In this formulation, the estimation of the indirect
part can be computed by the one-sample estimator.

Using our representativity-based model, we compute
the probabilities pi to choose any of the available strate-
gies. As the BSDF representativity, defined in Section 3.1,
is non-zero for any non-completely absorbing BSDF,
unbiasedness is ensured.

5.3 Direct Lighting in Highly Occluded Environment
Dedicated techniques exist to handle this problem [24].
However, it is possible to use the same representativ-
ity functions as the one defined for photon maps in
Section 3.2 to construct robust estimators for the direct
lighting part of the rendering equation. These represen-
tativities would allow us to sample the most appropriate
light sources even when there is a large number L of
small light sources in a highly occluded environment.
These estimators rely on L + 1 sampling strategies: one
strategy per light source – consisting in sampling a point
on the light source –, and the strategy that samples
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Fig. 10. For each location of the test scene of Figure 8, MSE of our estimator are in red, and MSE of the other
estimators are with a color gradient ranging from dark blue to cyan. Dark blue means ρb = 0.1, cyan means ρb = 1.0,
that is pure BSDF-based path-tracing. The x axis corresponds to the number of samples generated to perform one
estimation of the value of a pixel, from 21 to 210. MSE has been computed using a variable number of estimations. For
power i, it is given by min(104, 210−i × 103). The number of estimations is clamped to avoid numerical instability.

the BSDF. All light-based strategies are clustered in one
group. By creating one small photon map containing
only one-bounce photons per light source, the light
strategies mostly have null probability at point x because
of occlusion. The maps containing photons at x indicate
which light sources contribute most to x, accordingly
affecting the strategies probability.

5.4 Other Contexts than MIS-based Estimation

Our representativity-based method can also be used in
different contexts than MIS-based estimation, by build-
ing a pdf taking into account all strategies, making it for
instance usable by any algorithm requiring to sample
directions, such as bidirectional path-tracing [25], [26],
Metropolis light transport [27], etc. This pdf can be used
for samples of any type for which several importance
sampling strategies are suitable (directions, points, paths,
etc.). For sample x (x being a direction, a point on a

surface, a path, etc.), this pdf is defined by:

PDF(x) =

Ns∑
i=1

p(si) PDFi(x) (20)

where Ns is the total number of strategies, p(si) is the
probability of strategy si computed from its representa-
tivity, and PDFi is the pdf associated to si.

Note that strategies can be ignored when creating
an estimator. For instance for bidirectional path-tracing,
this ability allows us to only consider strategies using
importance-based maps when creating light subpaths,
and strategies using energy-based maps when creating
camera subpaths.

6 CONCLUSION

Multiple importance sampling (MIS) is a general and
efficient way to perform integral estimation of complex
functions using simple importance sampling strategies.
Although optimal weighting functions exist, MIS does
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not provide any information about how to distribute
samples over sampling strategies. To address this issue,
we developed an intuitive approach, relying on the
notion of representativity of a sampling strategy. From
a measure of the relevance of a sampling strategy for
a given integrand, we derived unbiased estimators for
the one-sample and multi-sample models of MIS. These
estimators use importance sampling to generate samples,
but also importance sampling on the sampling strategies
themselves, as we try to favor the strategies that are the
most adapted to the given integrand. This corresponds
to a form of meta-importance sampling.

We presented rendering-specific representativity func-
tions for BSDFs, maps and caches, with negligible com-
putational overhead. After providing suggestions on
how to derive good representativity functions, we then
described examples of uses, first in two canonical ren-
dering algorithms, each one using a different estima-
tor from the MIS framework, and for direct lighting
in highly occluded environments. We showed that our
representativity-based method can be used in any al-
gorithm where several importance sampling strategies
are available. Finally, we studied numerical results using
a path-tracing-based algorithm in order to validate our
approach. We showed that the estimator derived with
our method is more robust to a wide range of optical
configurations than different estimators, each one based
on fixed hand-tuned parameters.

The application we propose of this automatic and
robust method to rendering relies on observational rep-
resentativity functions. An intuitive knowledge of the
underlying lighting effects we want to simulate helps
defining better representativity functions. Consequently,
the robustness of the estimator built upon the defined
representativity functions is greatly improved. As rep-
resentativities should be a measure of the relevance of
locally available informations, information theory tools
should help to develop more adapted representativity
functions, and maybe provide generic tools to automat-
ically define such functions for any kind of strategy.

APPENDIX

Variance-optimal Sampling Configurations:
Our goal is to examine the possibility to use a formal
approach in order to find variance-optimal sampling
configurations.

We want to solve the following integral, using the
Monte-Carlo (MC) method:

I =

∫
D
f(x)dx. (21)

The MC method evaluates I using random samples
distributed over D following a probability density func-
tion (pdf) p. It is based on the following unbiased
estimator of I using N samples:

F=
1

N

N∑
i=1

f(Xi)

p(Xi)
, (22)

where {Xi} are N independent random variables iden-
tically distributed according to p. Each tuple (f, p,N)
defines an estimator, and setting one or two elements
of this tuple defines a family of estimators.

When f is complex, we can use a family of estimator
defined in MIS [2] to reduce variance:

Fms =

S∑
i=1

 1

ni

ni∑
j=1

wi(Xi,j)
f(Xi,j)

pi(Xi,j)

 (23)

where S is the number of strategies that can be used, ni
is the number of samples to generate using strategy si,
wi is its weighting function , pi is its associated pdf, and
each Xi,j is a random variable distributed according to
pi, independent from the other Xi,j′ , j 6= j′. Estimators
of Fms are called multi-sample estimators.

As with an MC estimator, each tuple
(f, {pi}, {ni}, {wi}), i ∈ {1, . . . , S} defines an estimator.
Optimal weighting functions {w∗i } with respect to the
variance Var (FmsN) are solutions of the problem

{w∗i } = min
{wi}

Var (FmsN) . (24)

This problem has not been solved exactly, but a very
good approximate solution wmi is the balance heuristic
[2]:

wmi (x) =
ni pi(x)∑S
k=1 nk pk(x)

. (25)

To get still a better variance-wise estimator, it would
be necessary to minimize with respect to {ni}, i.e., solve

min
{ni}

Var (Ebh,ms[{ni}]) (26)

where Ebh,ms[{ni}] is the estimator obtained by fixing
the {ni} to the values given between brackets. This
problem is a constrained discrete optimization problem,
which is known to belong to the NP-complete complex-
ity class, and thus cannot be efficiently solved [28].

The family of one-sample estimators present in the
MIS framework could help going further:

Fos = wi(X)
f(X)

cipi(X)
. (27)

An optimal variance-wise weighting function is a
slightly modified version of the balance heuristic wmi
(Equation (25)):

woi (x) =
ci pi(x)∑S
k=1 ck pk(x)

. (28)

{woi } are the exact solution of the problem
min{wi}Var (Fos). The family of one-sample estimators
using the balance heuristic as weighting functions is
denoted as Ebh,os.

Finding the estimator with minimal variance in Ebh,os,
thus solving the problem

min
{ci}

Var (Ebh,os[{ci}]) (29)
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is a continuous optimization problem, in theory easier
to tackle than the minimization presented in Equa-
tion (26). Despite this, directly solving the problem
in Equation (29) is not a viable option. First, it re-
quires to compute accurate values of Var (Ebh,os[{ci}]).
This implies a large number of estimations of I using
Ebh,os[{ci}j ], at each step j of the optimization process,
which is very costly. Moreover, the average of all these
estimations can already give a very good estimation of
I , making the minimization useless. Furthermore, as the
computation of the variance is itself an estimation with
an inner variance, results obtained for a given sampling
configuration could be far from the real value, hence
misguiding the optimization process to miss the correct
solution.
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